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Abstract

Review Article

IntRoductIon

Diabetes is a serious and complex metabolic disorder with the 
prevalence reaching endemic proportions over the past few 
decades. According to the International Diabetes Federation, 
there are 382 million people worldwide affected by diabetes, 
and it is expected to reach 592 million by 2035.[1] Among 
them, India alone has 65.1 million people with diabetes in the 
age group of 20–79 years.[1] With India approaching numbers 
predicted to be attained by 2030, in 2020 itself, India is sitting 
on a diabetic volcano!

Majority of the guidelines on diabetes care focus on the 
medical aspects of initial management without addressing the 
psychological needs of the patient.[2] Although many people 
with diabetes cope well and live healthy lives, several studies, 
including The Diabetes Attitudes, Wishes, and Needs study, 
emphasized that psychological support in this group of patients 
is under-resourced and inadequate, resulting in poor quality of 
life (QoL) and reduced general well-being.[3-9] It is often difficult 
for many to accept that they have to take drugs invariably 

throughout their life, resulting in poor treatment adherence 
and diabetes self-management.[2] These psychosocial problems 
can eventually develop into depressive or other psychological 
disorders that are associated with poor self-care behavior, poor 
metabolic outcomes, increased mortality, functional limitations, 
increased health-care cost, loss of productivity, and reduced 
QoL.[10-17] Emotional and psychological needs of the patients 
with diabetes are compromised, when personal efforts to 
meet these challenges fail to succeed as anticipated, or when 
the complications of diabetes take their toll on physical and 
mental (psychological) health.[18]

Evidence indicates that diabetes[11,19] and its complications 
are strongly associated with psychological and psychiatric 
problems. These include depression,[20-22] poor-eating habits,[23] 
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and fear of hypoglycemia.[24,25] Moreover, patients with type 2 
diabetes mellitus (T2DM) also have a two-fold greater risk for 
comorbid depression compared to healthy controls, hampering 
the QoL of patients.[26,27] Research also indicates that patients 
with diabetes suffer from high levels of diabetes-specific 
emotional stress.[28,29] This is associated with functional 
impairment, poor adherence to exercise, diet and medications, 
and inadequate glycemic control.[11,30-32]

In view of this, it is important to identify and support patients 
with psychosocial problems early in the course of diabetes as it 
may affect their ability to adjust or take adequate responsibility 
for self-care.[33] Addressing the psychological needs results in 
improvement on diabetes outcomes in terms of better glycemic 
control[34,35] and reduced comorbid psychiatric disorders such 
as depressed mood.[36]

Effective self-management of diabetes is a critical step in 
achieving healthy and satisfying life. However, it requires 
a great deal of personal motivation and change in behavior. 
The importance of psychological interventions in diabetes 
management has been identified by organizations such as 
Scottish Intercollegiate Guidelines Network,[37] The National 
Institute of Health and Clinical Excellence,[38] and Institute for 
Clinical Systems Improvement.[39] These organizations have 
incorporated evidence-based guidelines for psychosocial care 
in adults with diabetes.

The aim of this review is to:
1. Provide an overview on the psychological needs among 

people with diabetes
2. Address the psychological reactions in patients with 

diabetes by focusing on different levels of emotional 
distress.

An attempt has been made to understand the physiological 
role of stress in the development of diabetes and to establish a 
relationship between psychiatric disorders including depression 
and anxiety to the clinical presentation with diabetes. Finally, 

a brief overview on different psychological interventions for 
improved self-care behavior has been discussed.

Methodology

An extensive search was performed in databases of medical and 
scientific literature including, but not limited to, “PubMed,” 
“CrossRef,” “EMBASE,” and “Cochrane Library” with 
search terms “diabetes mellitus,” “psychosocial support,” 
“psychological,” “psychiatric,” “anxiety,” “depression,” 
and other terms related to the current topic of research. Our 
search criteria identified previous randomized control trials, 
prospective observational studies, and retrospective case 
series, reflecting a balance between designed coordinated 
studies and real-world clinical data. Studies with significance 
for the current research question were qualitatively graded 
for inclusion in the current review. Studies conducted in 
recent years and published in the last 15 years are primarily 
included in the current review. The review aimed at presenting 
a wide-ranging discussion on the current topic, and hence, no 
specific data synthesis was carried out.

Pyramid model
Given that emotional and psychological needs of people living 
with diabetes are complex, it is important to understand the 
range of psychological problems in any patient population or 
individual. The NHS Diabetes and Diabetes UK’s summary 
of psychological needs in diabetes group advocated a tiered 
model of emotional and psychological support known as 
the “pyramid of psychological need.”[40] This “pyramid 
model” illustrates the diversity of need and the broadly 
inverse relationship between prevalence and severity of need 
which can have a profound effect on QoL and psychological 
well-being of a patient. From a population perspective, this 
model can be used to describe differences in need against 
differences in variables such as type of diabetes, duration of 
the condition, lifespan, and sociodemographic characteristics. 
Boundaries between the levels of the pyramid are not absolute 

Table 1: Role of diabetologist and mental health professionals based on severity level of difficulties faced by persons 
with diabetes mellitus

Level of problem Role of diabetologist Role of MHP
General/mild 
level difficulties

Ask and screen for presence of such difficulties
Identify the difficulties being faced
Offer simple advice/counselling on how to handle these difficulties
Engage care givers in process of delivery of help

Help diabetologist acquire skills to identify and screen 
such difficulties

Intermediate level 
difficulties

Ask and screen for presence of such difficulties
Identify the difficulties being faced
Consult MHP on approach to handle the difficulties
Offer counselling/refer to MHP depending on the merit of the 
situation and resources available

Offer support to diabetologist to address the difficulties
Offer direct intervention to the person facing difficulties

Complex/severe 
level difficulties

Ask and screen for presence of such difficulties
Identify the difficulties being faced
Refer to MHP

Offer direct intervention to the person facing difficulties
Appraisal of diabetologist on the progress made
Help person with DM/care givers identify strategies to 
prevent re-emergence of difficulties

MHP: Mental health professional, DM: Diabetes mellitus
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as any person may move up or down these levels at any point 
in his/her life.

Based on the severity of psychological needs of the patient, 
the model has five levels (i.e., Level 1 to Level 5) [Table 1] 
as described below:[18]

i. Level 1 is associated with general difficulties coping with 
diabetes and its perceived consequences

ii. Level 2 is associated with more severe difficulties with 
coping, causing significant anxiety, or lowered mood 
with impaired ability to self-care as a result. General 
and diabetes-related chronic stress at Level 1 can lead to 
symptoms of anxiety and depression at Level 2[28,41-43]

iii. Level 3 is associated with psychological problems that 
are diagnosable and can be treated through psychological 
interventions alone, for example, mild and moderate cases 
of depression, anxiety states, and obsessive/compulsive 
disorders[18]

iv. Level 4 covers more severe psychological problems 
that are diagnosable and require biological treatments, 
medications, and psychologist consultation and 
interventions[18]

v. Level 5 is associated with severe and complex mental 
illness/disorder requiring psychiatric intervention.[18]

Concept of stress in diabetes
Psychological stress has been implicated as a chief causative 
factor for psychosomatic disorders. Stress is defined as “the 
consequence of the failure of an organism – human or animal – to 
respond appropriately to emotional or physical threats, whether 
actual or imagined.”[44] Stress response can be defined as a 
cognitive, emotional, physical, or behavioral level that can have 
serious, negative consequences on the body upon long-term 
activation.[44] Interestingly, stress has long been suspected as 
having important effects on the development of diabetes through 
different pathways via behavioral and physiological mechanisms. 
Behavior-induced emotional stress was associated with unhealthy 
lifestyle behaviors, such as inadequate-eating behaviors in terms 
of quality and quantity of food, low exercise levels, smoking, 
and alcohol abuse.[45,46] On the other hand, physiological, 
emotional stress is associated with long-term activation of 
the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal axis and the sympathetic 
nervous system, resulting in chronic stress reactions, including 
depression, anxiety, mood disorders, and sleep disturbances.[47,48]

Gonzalez in diabetes care, 2011 defined diabetes distress (DD) 
as the unique, often hidden, emotional burdens and worries 
that a patient experiences when they are managing a severe 
chronic disease such as diabetes. High levels of DD are 
common and distinct from clinical depression. DD screening 
tool is a unique 17-question survey used for assessing emotional 
burden, physical-related distress, regimen-related distress, and 
interpersonal distress. Such tool is quite handy in understanding 
patient’s emotional need in the overall management of diabetes.

Relationship of psychological stress factors to the clinical 
presentation of diabetes
The biopsychosocial model, which describes psychological 

stress as a state of normal tension, preoccupation, and 
agitation, defines it as a relationship between environmental 
parameters and individual processes of perception and coping 
with stressors.[49] Under stress, numerous metabolic changes 
including vasoconstriction in the peripheral vascular system, 
increased heart rate, increased muscle activity, and increased 
production of stress hormones serve to elevate blood glucose 
levels for extra energy required to combat stress.[50] Besides, 
they have also been associated with increased feeling of 
vulnerability and activate body to the “fight–flight” response.

The response of a diabetic patient to stress is not uniform across 
all patients.[50] In patient with type 1 diabetes mellitus, the 
effects of stress are influenced by aberrant regulation of stress 
hormones and relative presence of insulin at the time of stress.[51] 
This can also be attributed to the presence of autonomic nervous 
system abnormalities associated with diabetic neuropathy, as 
well as individual psychological differences.[51]

The association between psychological stress and diabetes 
outcomes is evident in several cross-sectional and longitudinal 
studies. Several studies have demonstrated that emotional 
distress in patients with diabetes is associated with poor 
glycemic control,[11,52] deficit in self-care behavior,[53] and 
adverse diabetes outcomes.[54] Studies have suggested that 
nonadherence to treatment may represent an important pathway 
between emotional distress and poor diabetes outcomes.[55] A 
longitudinal study by Gonzalez et al. (2008b) demonstrated 
positive correlation between depressive symptoms and poor 
medication adherence and diabetes self-care after 9 months.[56] 
Similarly, another study has shown that persistent depressive 
symptoms were associated with poor self-management in 
terms of diet and exercise over the subsequent 5 years.[57] On 
the contrary, reduction in depressive symptoms was associated 
with improved glycemic control.[11]

In some reports, psychological factors such as self-efficacy,[58] 
self-esteem,[59] diabetes coping,[60] and social support[61] were 
found to be associated with good treatment adherence and 
glycemic control; whereas factors such as stressful life events,[62] 
daily environmental stressors,[63] and diabetes-related distress[10] 
were associated with poor glycemic control and nonadherence 
to treatment. Depression and anxiety have also been shown to 
be associated with increased hyperglycemia.[11,64] Furthermore, 
other studies have also demonstrated that psychological 
factors may contribute to metabolic,[65] gastrointestinal,[66] and 
sexual dysfunction[67] along with neuropathic[68] symptoms in 
patients with diabetes. A study by Lustman et al. evaluated 
the relationship between depression and diabetes symptoms 
and concluded that diabetes symptoms are more likely to be 
associated with depression than to conventional markers of 
glucose control.[65] Another study revealed that each group of 
gastrointestinal symptoms was significantly associated with 
psychiatric illness (P < 0.01 for each) than with peripheral 
neuropathy (P > 0.2 for each).[66] Furthermore, Lustman and 
Clouse demonstrated that psychiatric illness (generalized 
anxiety disorder and depression) was significantly (P < 0.01) 
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associated with sexual dysfunction, irrespective of the 
effects of neuropathy.[67] Overall, these findings suggest that 
psychological factors have a great impact on diabetes outcomes 
and hence should be considered in casual speculations.

Psychological reaction in patients with diabetes
The patient’s perception about the seriousness of diabetes 
will affect the way they cope with the disease.[69] Several 
psychological factors as discussed earlier contribute to affect 
the emotional and psychological well-being of a person with 
diabetes. These include degree to which an individual accepts 
his/her diagnosis, how the individual adjusts to the demands of 
self-care routine, and finally how he/she copes with progression 
of the condition, which potentially includes the development of 
diabetes-related complications.[70] However, considering that 
living with diabetes is a lifelong stress and requires dealing 
with psychological issues, the psychological reactions of 
patients towards diabetes can be categorized under four basic 
levels of emotional distress. The psychological factors and 
reactions with negative outcomes in patients with diabetes 
have been summarized in Figure 1.

Emotional reactions at the time of diagnosis
Beeney et al. found that patients were distressed at the time of 
diagnosis with emotions ranging from anxiety, shock, anger, or 
denial.[71] Similar results were observed in other studies.[10,72-76]

Denial
It is a common response against some restrictive or 
uncomfortable situation and appears when diagnosed with 
diabetes. As a defense measure, patient may refuse to 
believe in diagnostic method or the report and try to avoid 
the long-term complications. In particular, denial interferes 
with the patients’ ability to monitor their condition, take 
initiative in seeking treatment, and manage their illness. 
A crucial aspect regarding denial in T2DM patients as a first 
reaction may also be explained in the absence of significant 

physical symptoms or complications in the early stages of 
T2DM.

Anger
It is a strong feeling of resentment, displeasure, and 
hostility that often arises in response to a perceived 
wrongdoing. Once diagnosed with diabetes, the patient 
may express his/her anguish on the development of such 
unexpected clinical condition. In addition, the person 
may get frustrated as to why he/she has developed 
diabetes. Such emotional state could interfere with the 
natural coping mechanism of the body which may further 
deteriorate the condition.

Guilt
It is a natural emotion to a wrong work and often arises 
after being diagnosed with diabetes. Feeling of guilt may be 
realistic or unrealistic. These could be managed by answering 
questions such as ‘“Why am I feeling guilty?,” “Is my guilt 
realistic?,” “What should I do when I am feeling guilty?,” 
“Do I have to worry too much,” or “should I try to make 
positive changes?”

Sorrow/depression
It is a normal response to diabetes which may result from sadness 
and feeling of loss. Depression is often characterized by sustained 
changes such as sleep, fatigue, appetite disruption, and disinterest 
in daily activities over a period of weeks. It may interfere with 
diabetes self-care and can be managed by counseling with the 
patient and engaging him/her in fun activities.

Acceptance
This may take time up to a year, but finally, the person accepts 
his/her situation and prepares himself/herself for living with 
diabetes. However, this step requires patience, assistance from 
others, full understanding of diabetes, and its management 
approaches to manage diabetes into his lifestyle.

Figure 1: Psychological factors and reactions with negative outcomes in patients with diabetes
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Diabetes distress
The National Diabetes Service Scheme Australia defines DD 
as the emotional burden of living with and managing diabetes. 
It is a unique, often hidden, emotional burdens and worries 
that a patient experiences when he/she is managing a severe 
chronic disease such as diabetes. The needs of the patient 
during the DD have to be assessed and managed at self, family 
and friends, and the care provider. The DD learning center of 
St Johns River Rural Health Network identified the critical 
information for different stakeholders.

Patients
a. Feel overwhelmed with the demands of self-management
b. Feel frustrated, fatigue, anger, burn out, and poor mood
c. Difficult to keep up with complicated routine
d. Make it difficult for self-management the control of blood 

sugar.

Family and friends
a. Inability for the family members to understand the feelings 

of the patient makes the patient further burdensome
b. Food differentiation and restriction of food by family 

members may lead to further distress
c. Absence of conducive discussion with family and friends 

would make the situation worse
d. The communication by the patient with the family member 

may be difficult as the patient does not want to make the 
family members uncomfortable.

Caregivers/physician
a. Health-care providers (HCPs) are driven by fear of 

diabetes complications and not maintaining right 
hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c)

b. The fear produces behavior in HCPs may interface with 
diabetes self-management

c. The common reaction of the HCP is to label the patient 
as noncompliant to treatment.

Phobia reactions
Although insulin therapy remains the mainstay for the 
management of diabetes, often nonadherence to insulin 
therapy is observed among patients with diabetes. The problem 
of treatment adherence can be linked to psychological barrier 
associated with fear of needles/injections, insulin initiation, 
hypoglycemia late complications, and obsessive behavior or 
overdosing.[77,78] Anxiety related to fear of insulin injection 
is common among people with diabetes and is reported high 
among insulin-naïve patients.[79] It has been observed that 
an extreme level of fear of self-injection is associated with 
high diabetes-related distress, poor general well-being, and 
psychological comorbidity, as well as poor adherence to the 
diabetes treatment regimen.[79,80] Moreover, individuals with 
diabetes may experience unpleasant symptoms and negative 
consequences associated with hypoglycemia. This may result 
in anxiety or even a fear of hypoglycemia that can have 
significant clinical implications for diabetes management.[81] 
Patients with these conditions may miss monitoring of blood 

glucose levels or administration of insulin dose in severe 
cases.

Depression and anxiety
Diabetes and psychiatric disorders share a bidirectional 
association influencing one another in multiple ways and 
different patterns.[2,82] They can present as independent 
conditions with parallel pathogenic pathways, or one may 
manifest during the course of the other and contribute to 
the pathogenesis of the earlier. In another case, psychiatric 
disorders may represent as an independent risk factor for the 
development of diabetes or could be an overlap of the clinical 
presentations or emerge as a side effect of the medication used 
to treat psychiatric disorder or vice versa. Psychiatric disorders 
represent a pattern of behavioral or psychological symptoms 
that impact the life of an individual. Although psychiatric 
disorders create suffering for the person experiencing these 
symptoms, depression is one of the most studied disorders 
and has been shown to be associated with significant negative 
impact on patients with diabetes.[83]

Depression is the most common psychiatric disorder in people 
with diabetes, with an estimated 41% of patients suffer from 
poor psychological well-being and elevated rates of depression 
and anxiety disorders.[18] People with type 2 diabetes have 
24% of higher risk of developing depression[84] and therefore 
the co-morbid conditions of depression and diabetes needs a 
careful attention.[85] Data also indicate that 13% of all newly 
diagnosed T2DM cases in the US are associated with clinical 
depression.[86] A systematic review by Ali et al. (2006) reported 
that the prevalence of depression was significantly higher 
among patients with T2DM than those without diabetes (17.6% 
vs. 9.8% odds ratio = 1.6, 95% confidence interval 1.2–
2.0).[87] The bidirectional relationship between depression 
and diabetes was evidenced from a meta-analysis by Mezuk 
et al., who reported that patients with depression have ~ 60% 
increased risk of developing T2DM.[88,89] Physicians caring 
for individuals with type 2 diabetes must be aware of 
possible coexisting depression, which must be identified and 
managed appropriately by a combination of lifestyle advice, 
antidepressant medicines, and psychotherapy.[114]

Anxiety is another common psychological disorder in patients 
with diabetes.[90] Evidence from a systematic review reported 
higher prevalence of anxiety in diabetes patients with 14% 
of patients suffering from generalized anxiety disorder, 27% 
with sub-syndromal anxiety disorder, and 40% with elevated 
anxiety symptoms than those without diabetes.[91] In another 
study, patients assessed for the clinical features of anxiety 
using Hamilton Rating Scale for Anxiety (HRSA) and reported 
higher HRSA scores in the depressed group compared to those 
in nondepressed group (21.07 ± 5.44 vs. 6.88 ± 3.43).[92]

Other psychiatric disorders in diabetes
a. Delirium is another psychiatric disorder associated with 

diabetes and characterized by expression of hypoglycemic 
episodes or diabetic ketoacidosis.[93] It is associated with 
increased hospital stay, increased cognitive and functional 
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deterioration, and morbidity and mortality.[82,94,95] In addition, 
outcomes such as disorientation, confusion, and altered 
sensorium are often seen in these patients. Early identification 
is crucial for the outcome of the disease. Close supervision 
and supportive care remain the main stay of treatment[82]

b. Eating disorders are another set of psychiatr ic 
disorders commonly observed among people with 
diabetes.[96,97] These disorders can have significant impact 
on glycemic control and increase the chances of diabetes 
complications.[23] In a study of 714 patients with diabetes, 
it was reported that 9.7% of the patients had night eating 
syndrome (NES).[98] Moreover, these patients were likely 
to be obese and depressed with poor glycemic control and 
higher incidence of diabetes complications[98]

c. Depression, obesity, and type 2 diabetes occur together 
more often than by chance. Epidemiological and metabolic 
evidence suggests common pathogenic pathways 
among the three conditions. However, the cause–effect 
relationship is less clearly established: depression could 
lead to obesity and diabetes through lifestyle factors 
such as sedentary habits, overeating and poor self-care; 
diabetes, on the other hand, could be associated with 
depression due to the major emotional, social, medical, 
and financial burdens placed for its management. In 
addition, use of antidepressant medicines, particularly 
the newer generation agents, increases body weight and 
induces insulin resistance and thereby T2DM[114]

d. There is a close association between schizophrenia (SZ) 
and diabetes.[99] Evidence from a large metabolic 
monitoring database from urban mental health facility 
reported that depending on demographic variables, such 
as ethnicity and cigarette smoking, 20%–30% of patients 
with SZ will diabetes or prediabetes during the course 
of psychiatric treatment.[100] The prevalence of impaired 
glucose tolerance in these people may be as high as 30%, 
depending upon the age[101]

e. There is evidence showing that insulin resistance may 
be the link between affective disorders and Alzheimer’s 
disease.[115] Insulin is vital for glucose utilization 
and neuronal survival in the central nervous system. 
Fluctuating glucose levels as a result of dysglycemia 
can result in neuronal apoptosis and formation of 
neurofibrillary tangles, the hallmark of Alzheimer’s 
disease.

PsychologIcal theRaPIes/stRategIes In the 
tReatMent of dIaBetes

Effective management of diabetes requires complex, 
continual, and demanding self-care behavior. Considering 
that psychosocial impact is a strong predictor of mortality and 
morbidity in diabetes patients, integrating psychosocial aspects 
at all levels of diabetes management is important for better 
treatment adherence to achieve good glycemic control.[102,103] 
It is well known that psychosocial stress is common in subjects 
with diabetes mellitus.[116] Keeping in mind the importance of 

psychosocial factors in the management and growing burden of 
diabetes, there is a need for development and implementation 
of effective, well-evaluated psychosocial interventions/
therapies to assist people in dealing with the daily demands 
of diabetes.[103]

It has been observed that addressing psychological needs 
improves HbA1c by 0.5%–1% in adults with T2DM.[34,35] 
Moreover, most physicians believe that psychological 
problems are associated with worse outcomes and have 
prompted the establishment of guidelines to ensure that 
proper psychological support is provided to the patients 
and negative emotions that arise in living with diabetes are 
adequately managed.[2,3] Psychosocial interventions such as 
cognitive behavioral therapy,[104,105] motivational therapy,[106] 
problem-solving therapy,[2,107] coping skills training,[108,109] 
and family behavior therapy[110,111] have all shown to improve 
the treatment adherence and achieve good glycemic control. 
Considering these facts, psychosocial interventions have 
been recognized as an integral part of diabetes care.[112,113] 
Such interventions are very useful to improve glycemic 
control and self-care behavior, thus reducing the risk of 
complications and improving the QoL of the patient with 
diabetes.

Again, to bring the psychological intervention into the existing 
treatment regimen, few changes are important at the health-care 
delivery points;
a. It is important to incorporate psychological screening 

and management at every level of diabetes care
b. It is important to sensitize health-care professionals, 

persons with diabetes, and their family members about the 
importance of psychological screening and intervention 
along with other advised treatment

c. There must be an advocacy program at the community 
level to improve the awareness level of psychological 
well-being of persons with diabetes.

conclusIon

The relation between diabetes and psychosocial disorders is 
multifactorial. Their coexistence can impact glycemic control, 
self-care behavior, and QoL. The emotional and psychological 
needs of the patients with diabetes are often compromised 
when personal efforts to meet these challenges fail to succeed, 
resulting in increased risk of diabetes-related complications. 
Such complications lead to reduced QoL, increased mortality, 
increased health-care costs, and lost productivity. Addressing 
the psychosocial needs of the patient would overcome the 
psychological barrier associated with adherence and self-care, 
while achieving long-term benefits in terms of better health 
outcomes and glycemic control. Thus, increased understanding of 
the psychological aspects of the patient with diabetes would allow 
clinicians to formulate strategies focusing on the improvement 
in diabetes outcomes and reduction of disease burden.
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